
Ideal For
 > Individuals seeking to learn  
  about Serving Leadership.

 > Leaders responsible for  
  coaching and developing others. 
 > Leaders seeking to create new  
  behaviors or culture change in  
  an organization.

 > Leaders seeking improved  
  alignment of teams affected by  
  reorganization, system redesign  
  or disruptive change.

Outcomes
 > Strategies that drive increased  
  employee engagement.

 > Improved morale and  
  communication, and  
  mutual respect.

 > Clarity	in	defining	desired	 
  outcomes.

 > Inspiration and energy around  
	 	 defining	what	matters	most.

 > Stronger teams with shared  
  leadership, common vision,  
	 	 and	mutual	influence	 
  and accountability.

Overview
Successful Serving Leaders 
sustain an environment of 
hope, realistic optimism and 
confidence	required	for	more	
consistent results. Leaders 
take an “inside out” approach 
to inspire new thinking and 
behavior by choosing how to 
see and think, with a focus 
on the greater goal. Serving 
Leadership builds capacity for 
powerful self-direction, and 
offers strategies and tools to 
equip	teams	for	success	in	
self-leadership and leadership 
of others.

Pricing
 > $5,000 live, on-site session  
  for up to 15 people

 > $350/person live virtual, online  
  session for 10-15 people

Elements
 > Focus on the foundational Five  
  Actions of Serving Leaders, from  
  the best-selling book co-authored  
  by Ken Jennings, co-founder of  
  Third River Partners.

 > Proven cognitive/behavioral  
  leadership thinking and practices  
  to drive levels of organizational  
  performance.

 > Practices will introduce how to:  
  • Upend the Pyramid by moving  
   from “power over” leadership  
   to “power with” leadership.

  • Run to Great Purpose by  
   creating outcome-focused  
   “approach” goals vs. problem- 
   focused “avoidance” goals.

  • Build on Strengths by  
   leveraging what is already  
   working in teams and the  
   organization to create  
   engagement and momentum.

Serving Leadership  
Half-Day, In-Person or Three 90-Minute Webinars

 
Align your organization 
to your values and 
mission.

 
Organizations that 
shift to Serving 
Leadership have 
shown measurable 
improvement in 
employee engagement 
and increased 
customer/patient 
satisfaction.

Allison Russell  : :  arussell@3rd-river.com  : :  866.737.8268 

Mike McCormick  : :  mmccormick@3rd-river.com  : :  866.737.8268
Contact  



Ideal For
> Leaders seeking improved

alignment among employees
and business units/locations due
to new priorities, reorganization,
systems redesign or
performance issues.

> Leaders aiming to recalibrate and
re-energize leadership culture
to achieve business objectives,
mission	alignment	and	specific
initiatives among teams.

> Innovation project teams with
focused, aggressive goals.

> Departments starting a strategic
planning process.

> Project teams charged with
new initiatives.

> Individual leaders seeking
external support for strategic
goal setting and building
collaboration with a team.

Overview
Engaging a team and aligning 
the collective effort through 
collaboration and shared goals 
is critical to achieving desired 
results. 

This half-day experience 
is an introduction to the 
mindset shifts that will build 
high engagement around a 
common goal or initiative.

Pricing
> $5,000 live, on-site session

for up to 15 people

> $350/person live virtual, online
session for 10-15 people

Elements
> Focus on the Future: Move

from avoidance-motivated goal
setting to approach-motivated
goals focused on outcomes.

> Leverage the Present: Choose
to build on strengths and break
through barriers by leveraging
past and current successes.

> Align Your Leaders: Practice
a balanced leadership style
focused on results and
relationships.

Outcomes
> Strategies that ensure high

employee engagement.

> Improved communication,
morale and mutual respect.

> Inspiration and energy around
greater goals.

> Innovative solutions for
key barriers.

Shared Goal Achievement 
Half-Day, In-Person or Three 90-Minute Webinars

Organizations that use 
more collaborative 
approaches to 
innovation are twice as 
likely as their peers to 
expect growth rates of 
15% or more. 
- PwC 2017 Innovation

Benchmark Report

Allison Russell  : :  arussell@3rd-river.com  : :  866.737.8268 

Mike McCormick  : :  mmccormick@3rd-river.com  : :  866.737.8268
Contact 

Compelling desired 
outcomes inspire 
innovation and bring 
people together, 
encouraging 
communication of  
strengths and barriers, 
and energizing everyone 
to pursue the results 
that matter most.



Ideal For
 > Leaders seeking improved  
  alignment among employees  
  and business units/locations due  
  to new priorities, reorganizations,  
  systems redesign or  
  performance issues.

 > Leaders aiming to recalibrate and  
  re-energize strategic leadership to  
  achieve alignment and accomplish  
	 	 specific	initiatives	among	teams. 
 > A multidisciplinary team tasked  
  with designing and implementing 
   key strategic initiatives.

 > A	team	newly	formed	or	reconfigured 
   around an emerging project or  
  high-stakes initiative.

Outcomes
 > In this full-day offering, your team  
  will produce a cohesive roadmap  
  that aligns strategies and actions  
  with key goals.

 > Innovative solutions for breaking  
  through barriers.

 > Team member consensus and  
  commitment to action.

 > Increased	hope	and	confidence	 
  for achieving desired outcomes.

Overview
Engaging a team and aligning 
the collective effort through 
collaboration and shared goals 
is critical to achieving desired 
results. 

This full-day experience 
provides time to create the 
mindset shifts necessary for 
goal alignment through a 
practical, engaging process 
culminating in the creation of 
a cohesive roadmap for team 
or organizational progress.

 Pricing
 > $7,500 live, on-site session  
  for up to 15 people

Elements
 > Define the Greater Goal:  
  Create a clear and compelling  
  desired outcome that inspires 
  ongoing best efforts by teams  
  and individuals.

 > Clarify Current Reality:  
  Purposefully consider what  
  is working and not working,  
  past successes and learning  
  opportunities.

 > Build on Strengths: Leverage  
  past and current successes to  
  promote a no-limits mindset.

 > Break through Barriers:  
  Shift obstacles and barriers  
  into bridges by capitalizing on  
  the diverse assets of teammates  
  and other key stakeholders.

 > Raise the Bar: Commit to  
  key action steps, purposeful  
  acts of celebration, and a plan  
  for continuous learning and  
  improvement.

Shared Goal Achievement 
Full-Day, In-Person

 
Align your organization 
for shared success.

 
Organizations that use 
more collaborative 
approaches to 
innovation are twice as 
likely as their peers to 
expect growth rates of 
15% or more. 
- PwC 2017 Innovation 
   Benchmark Report

Allison Russell  : :  arussell@3rd-river.com  : :  866.737.8268 

Mike McCormick  : :  mmccormick@3rd-river.com  : :  866.737.8268
Contact  



Outcomes
 > The Team Leadership  
  Blueprint that serves as a  
  visual representation of the  
  team’s identity and what  
  matters most.

 > Mutual understanding,  
  communication, respect  
  and engagement.

 > Alignment of personal and  
  team values.

 > Clarity	in	defining	outcomes	and	 
  goals for each key stakeholder.

 > Team member buy-in and  
  commitment to action.

Overview
This one-day experience 
will provide a framework for 
defining,	reinforcing	and	
increasing commitment  
to your team’s common  
identity, purpose and  
desired outcomes for  
key stakeholders.

Pricing
 > $7,500 live, on-site session  
  for up to 15 people

Elements
 > A look in: Who we are. Sharing  
  personal values and mutual  
  agreement on team values  
  as the foundation for team  
  members’ interactions with one  
  another and key stakeholders.

 > A look up: Why we exist. Lifting  
  up our vision from day-to-day  
  challenges to establish a clear  
  and compelling purpose for the  
  team’s success.

 > A look out: Who we serve.  
  Identifying key stakeholders and  
  describing the desired outcomes  
  for each audience.

Ideal For
 > Executive leadership teams  
  bringing on new members.

 > An experienced team entering  
  a new season of work. 
 > A	newly	formed	or	reconfigured	 
  team seeking accelerated success.

 > A multifunctional or cross-  
  boundary team tasked with  
  a common project.

The Teaming Advantage  
Full-Day, In-Person

 
If a company wants to 
outstrip its competitors, 
it needs to influence not 
only how people work, 
but also how they work 
together. 
- The New York Times 
Magazine

Allison Russell  : :  arussell@3rd-river.com  : :  866.737.8268 

Mike McCormick  : :  mmccormick@3rd-river.com  : :  866.737.8268
Contact  


